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So Close! Stephen Kane has won $10,000 for Closest to the Hole in the URSHOW.tv $10 Million
Hole in One Challenge!
The $10,000,00 Prize for a Hole In One goes unclaimed as the 15th Hole at Paiute Golf Resort in Las Vegas proves to
be undefeatable.

Toronto, ON, March 14th, 2016: URSHOW.tv’s inaugural event brought 18 entertainment and sports
celebrities plus 54 contest winners out to the Paiute Golf Resort to participate in an experience like no
other, all in the hopes of winning millions.
Despite the lack of a Hole in One – everyone came out swinging. A challenging hole, only 5 shooters
were able to make it onto the green. RiFF RAFF ran at the tee wearing cowboy swag, Michael Rapaport
would not give up on his hopes of hitting it across the pond and Roy Jones Jr. is most definitely meant to
a boxer! Kate Quigley put on quite a show that not many will not forget.
In a complete upset, Stephen Kane, from Chandler AZ, WON $10,000 for Closest to the Hole!!
Never before has a contest and event brought together fans and celebrities alike, nor has such a huge
prize been open to so many people. URSHOW.tv was hoping to award $5,000,000 to the person who
‘Drained the Ace’ and $1,000,000 to 5 lucky viewers watching the event live streamed on URSHOW.tv.
Unfortunately none of the 72 shooters were able to master the 15th Hole.
Chris McDonald, aka Shooter McGavin from Happy Gilmore, played host to the fortunate winning
contestants and celebrities who participated, including:
Michael Rapaport – Actor, Director and Comedian
Tyson Beckford – Actor and Fashion Model
RiFF RAFF – Rapper
Roy Jones Jr. – Professional Boxer and Commentator
Blair O’Neal – Professional Golfer and Model
Rocco Mediate – Professional Golfer
Vince Neil – Lead Vocalist, Motely Crew
Lou Ferrigno – Actor and Professional Body Builder
Amanda Balionis – Host, PGA Tour.com
Ken Shamrock – American Mixed Martial Artist, UFC Championship Hall of Famer
Asifa Mirza – Star of Bravo’s show Shahs of Sunset
Tank Abbott – American Mixed Martial Arts Fighter, Former Professional Wrestler
Rebecca Grant – British Actress, Singer and Dancer
Jenn Sterger – TV Personality
Kate Quigley – Comedian
Rampage Jackson – Former UFC Light Heavyweight Champion

About:
URSHOW.tv is a new digital television network of celebrity channels that will bring U exclusive programs
on-demand and incredible live events streamed directly to you. Watch from any device you choose, no
matter where you are in the world. Amazing features give you an unprecedented level of interaction
with your favorite stars. Connect with celebrities like never before, gain behind the scenes access, shape
the experience and be a part of URSHOW.tv.
To learn more visit www.URSHOW.tv
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